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Sustainable Defined:
sustainable |səˈstānəbəl| adjective
able to be maintained at a certain rate or level:
sustainable fusion reactions.
• conserving an ecological balance by avoiding
depletion of natural resources: our fundamental
commitment to sustainable development.
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2 able to be upheld or defended: sustainable
definitions of good educational practice.

Contexts of Sustainability:
•

•

•

•

Sustainable Agriculture: an integrated system of
plant and animal production practices having a sitespecific application that will last over the long term.

Sustainability in Grant Proposals: how the program
will continue when the grant funds are depleted.
Organizational Sustainability: maintenance of
organization at desired level of service over time.
Program Sustainability: integration of organizational
stability, community interests and ability of programs
to withstand financial stresses and other community
and organizational challenges.

Program Sustainability:
Our Focus today
Community
engagement,
information, assets
Organizational
resources, capacity and
dedicated staff

Sustainable agriculture

Program
Sustainability
Entrepreneurial
activities,
Organizational finances

Organizational
Strategic and Longterm Plans
Program Logic
Models/Evaluation

Successful community
programs
= programs planned and
developed
by and for
the members of the
community.

Program Sustainability: integration of
organizational stability, community interests and
ability of programs to withstand financial stresses
and other community and organizational
challenges.
Good web resource for sustainable programs at:
http://www.aidainc.net/Publications/Sustainability.pdf
American Indian Development Associates

Community Food System

Model provided by Taos County Economic Development Corporation
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One of the best tools for community
engagement and outreach is a
Community Food Sovereignty
Assessment
First Nations provides a free toolkit
to help you design and implement this
assessment. It is found on the FNDI
website under:
Knowledge ➙Native American
Foods and Health, ➙Native
Agriculture Resources
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There are many ways to collect information from your
community that will provide a basis for your program design:


Talking circles - an excellent tool for gaining input from the more shy
members of your community.


Focus groups - a facilitated group discussion on specific topics

designed to collect opinions and information while building excitement
about the topic.


Short surveys or questionnaires filled out by visitors to your

organization’s table during events or when they visit your office.


Informal conversations with community members and leader

Formal surveys in many formats.

Simple lists (like future program ideas or community assets) where
participants circle choices.

Using community assets
This is a great example of using
available resources to meet some of
your community’s needs. The Farm
project at White Mt. Apache in
Arizona has utilized an abandoned
metal pole construction building and
shaped it in to an outdoor classroom.
One of their educational events was
to build the traditional oven, or horno,
from local soil, water and straw.

Strategic Planning
Strategic planning is an organization's process of defining its strategy, or
direction, and making decisions on allocating its resources to pursue this strategy.
In order to determine the direction of the organization, it is necessary to understand
its current position and the possible avenues through which it can pursue a
particular course of action. Generally, strategic planning deals with at least one of
three key questions:[1]
•"What do we do?"
•"For whom do we do it?"
•"How do we excel?"
In many organizations, this is viewed as a process for determining where an
organization is going over the next year or—more typically—3 to 5 years (long
term), although some extend their vision to 20 years.
Board members and community volunteers should be included in some way in your
strategic plan development.

Logic Models

With your short and long-term goals in mind (the Strategic Plan) you
can begin actual program design. A useful tool is the logic model.
This is a way to plan with the end in mind and to focus on the
intended outcomes of a particular program.
A Logic Model for a program can be built by asking the following
questions in sequence:
1.What is the current situation that we intend to impact?
2.What will it look like when we achieve the desired situation or
outcome?
3.What behaviors need to change for that outcome to be achieved?
4.What knowledge or skills do people need before the behavior will
change?
5.What activities need to be performed to cause the necessary
learning?
6.What resources will be required to achieve the desired outcome?

Strategic planning and logic model development should be a group
effort shared by people who will be implementing and leading this
program.
Thanks to FNDI for this photo of a logic model training session.
If possible, enlist the help of an outside facilitator to lead or guide the
process. Allow several sessions that will last several hours to do a good
job.
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Program plans for CFP proposals
CFP requires certain elements to be included in your
program plans for projects they fund:

Develop connections between two or more sectors of the food
system;


Support the development of entrepreneurial projects;

Develop innovative connections between the for-profit and nonprofit
food sectors; or


(Encourage long-term planning activities, and multi-system,

interagency approaches with collaborations from multiple stakeholders
that build the long-term capacity of communities to address the food
and agricultural problems of the communities, such as food policy
councils and food planning associations.
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Organizational Sustainability: maintenance of
organization at desired level of service over time.
Terrie Bad Hand and Pati Martinson, Native Co-Directors of Taos
County Economic Development Corp. offer this advice about building a
sustainable organization:
“You can’t have a sustainable organization with out a dedicated core
group of people who are passionate about the work. Long term staff are
usually people with this kind of passion and long term staff are one of the
key elements of sustainability as an organization. When these staff are
members of the communities served, the organization has a very good
chance of a long life.”
Long term staff are key to program sustainability, too. Equally important
is having mentorship or intern programs to allow a younger generation to
learn program and organizational leadership in a hands-one experience.
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Seed Exchange hosted by several community organizations in Northern New Mexico

Always offer opportunities for community members and tribal leaders to
volunteer to help with your community events. Often new staff will come from
volunteers who become familiar with the programs and believe in the work.
Remember to thank everyone!
Community events are a good time to collect surveys, too.
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Successful organizations Include in their Sustainability Plan income producing products
or services in any appropriate way that you can for the community that you serve. Income
from these activities is what your financial sustainability plan that grant funders want to
see is based on.

Realize that providing affordable or free services for the benefit of the community will
often lead to a need for funds to cover administrative and development needs. This is
where donations, fundraising proceeds and grants come in to play. A sustainable
organization has a good combination of grants, donations, fee for service and fundraising
income.
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Describing your Sustainability Plan in the grant proposal

Name all income producing activities with projections for profit. Include a

business plan to show what you base the estimates on. Include a risk analysis and
“Plan B” is case any of the identified risks materialize.


When deciding what positions are vital and what kind if staff is needed for each

project, it is important to have a good balance of professionals and experts in the
field working with program staff.


Either show how grant funded positions will be paid in the future or state in the
narrative that this is a contracted employee for the grant period.
It’s alright to say that you are going to seek grant funding and even better if you
can name a few sources that have shown an interest in your work.


Visit similar projects, go to conferences and search out successful working
models who are willing to share strategies. Mention these in your proposal.


Be realistic and create a reasonable feasible plan.
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Food system and agriculture projects lend themselves well to
becoming financially sustaining due to the retail potential for
agricultural products. Diversity is the key with combinations of
educational, direct sales, value-added production, grant seeking
and fundraising.

Farm fields and hoop houses at Ft. Mt. Apache
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USDA/CFP Sustainability
A solid sustainability plan is essential for CFP grants because the program
is mandated by the US Congress that projects only need a “one time
infusion of federal funds.” Here is how it is stated in the RFP:
(g) Self-Sustainability. Describe which aspects or components of the project
will continue beyond the end of the project period. Discuss how a one-time
infusion of Federal funds will be sufficient for the proposed CFP to advance
local capacity-building and achieve sustainability. Projects should identify
actual or potential funding sources for continuation of the project after federal
funding has ended. Applicants should differentiate between how the basic
elements of the project will be continued versus how the low-income
community will be changed and its capacity advanced.
Projects should provide evidence, e.g., a market analysis or the outline of a
business plan, to demonstrate that it is likely to become self-sustaining and
provide employees with important job skills. Business plan outlines or any
other document of evidence for sustainability should be no more than five
pages should be included as an appendix.
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Always plan for the future generations
while honoring the past. Be prepared for
changes of all kinds. Expect the
unexpected and be ready to make
adjustments without compromising your
organizational core values and goals. Use
your head, but trust your heart.
Good Luck!!!
Thank you for sharing your time with us
today.
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